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Abstra t
We address the fundamental problem of permuting the elements of an array of
elements a

n

ording to some given permutation. Our goal is to perform the permutation

qui kly using only a polylogarithmi number of bits of extra storage. The main result
is an algorithm whose worst
additional log

ase running time is

n-bit words of memory.

O(n log n) and that uses O(log n)

A simpler method is presented for the

ase in

whi h both the permutation and its inverse an be omputed at (amortised) unit ost.
This algorithm requires

O(n log n) time and O(1) words in the worst

ase. These results

are extended to the situation in whi h we are to apply a power of the permutation.
A linear time,

O(1) word method is presented for the spe ial

ase in whi h the data

values are all distin t and are either initially in sorted order or will be when permuted.

1.

Introdu tion

Given an array A[1::n℄ and a permutation  : f1; : : : ; ng ! f1; : : : ; ng, we wish to rearrange the elements of the array in pla e, a ording to the permutation. More pre isely, the
rearrangement onsists of performing the equivalent of the n simultaneous assignments
A[ (i)℄ A[i℄ for i 2 f1; : : : ; ng:
 This
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Figure 1: Three arrangements of a list of length 15.
Thus if the array A originally ontains the sequen e of values a ; a ; : : : ; a , then, afterwards,
it ontains the sequen e a ; a ; : : : ; a .
By in pla e we mean that the algorithm performs the rearrangement by repeatedly inter hanging pairs of elements. Hen e, the set of values in the array and the number of times
ea h o urs always remain the same. In parti ular, this de nition pre ludes moving the elements into an auxiliary array and then putting ea h element, one at a time, into its orre t
lo ation in the original array. It also means that the array annot be padded with blanks
(see, for example, [7℄) to make it a more onvenient size to work with.
The problem of rearranging data arises in a variety of situations. Some examples are
transposing a re tangular matrix [12, ex. 1.3.3{12℄, [7℄, rotating a bit map image, and exhanging two se tions of an array [2, p. 134℄.
If we are sorting a list with very large re ords, it might be more eÆ ient to manipulate
pointers to the re ords rather than the re ords themselves and, afterwards, put ea h re ord
into its appropriate lo ation [13, p. 74℄. Another way to sort [13, p. 76℄ is to rst ompare
every pair of keys, then, for ea h re ord, ount the number of other re ords that should
pre ede it and rearrange the re ords a ordingly.
In ertain ir umstan es, sear hing is not most eÆ ient when the elements of the array
are in sorted order. If a large number of sear hes are going to be performed, it ould be
advantageous to rearrange a sorted array rst. For example, one an simplify the index omputation in a binary sear h by organizing the elements into a data stru ture that impli itly
represents a omplete binary sear h tree (via a breadth rst, left to right, enumeration of
its nodes) [1, ex. 12{6, pp. 136, 183{184℄, [13, ex. 6.2.1{24, pp. 422, 670℄, [12, p. 401℄. Like
a heap, an element in lo ation i < n=2 has its left and right hildren in lo ations 2i and
2i + 1, respe tively. When the data is stored on a disk with ea h blo k apable of holding b elements or in a virtual memory in whi h ea h page an ontain b elements [13, pp.
472{473℄, the number of reads an be minimized by arranging the elements using a similar
impli it representation of a omplete (b +1)-ary sear h tree [12, p. 401℄. These three di erent
arrangements are illustrated in Figure 1. In the third ase, b = 3.
We are interested in the amount of time and additional spa e needed to rearrange the
elements of the array a ording to the input permutation. Previously known algorithms for
this problem used either quadrati time or a linear amount of additional spa e in the worst
ase. In this paper, we present a on ise algorithm that takes time O(n log n) and uses only
O(log n) bits of additional storage. We have a simpler method for the ase in whi h both
the permutation and its inverse are given that takes the same amount of time and uses only
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Figure 2: A graphi al representation of a permutation.
O(log n)

bits. Furthermore, we show how to use the fa t that a permutation is known to
rearrange the array either to or from sorted order to obtain an algorithm that takes time
O(n) and uses only O(log n) bits of additional storage.
Throughout the paper, we assume that the permutation  is given by means of an ora le.
This models the situation where the value of (i) is omputed from i (e.g. transposing a
re tangular array) or the permutation annot be hanged (e.g. be ause it is being used by
other pro esses). If the permutation is given by an array and its entries an be used to re ord
information as the algorithm pro eeds (perhaps destroying the permutation in the pro ess),
data rearrangement an be done eÆ iently, using O(n) time and O(log n) additional bits of
storage [13, ex. 5.2{10, pp. 80, 595℄. This is also the ase when the permutation is given as
a produ t of disjoint y les.
2.

Cy le Leader Algorithms

The y le stru ture of the permutation an be exploited to obtain eÆ ient algorithms for
rearranging data. Permutations are omposed of one or more disjoint y les, as illustrated
in Figure 2. The arrows follow the dire tion i ! (i), indi ating the dire tion in whi h the
data should ow.
A basi operation is ROTATE whi h, starting from some designated lo ation in a y le,
moves the values from one lo ation of the y le to the next. We all this designated lo ation
the y le leader. For example, the y le leader ould be the smallest lo ation in the y le.
On e the y le leader has been identi ed, ROTATE an be performed by pro eeding through
the y le, starting with its y le leader and ex hanging the value lo ated at the y le leader
with the values in the su essive lo ations of the y le. Ea h of these other values is involved
in exa tly one ex hange (that takes it to its orre t nal lo ation). Thus the time taken by
su h an algorithm is proportional to n, the length of the array, plus the amount of time it
takes to nd all the y le leaders.
If the permutation  is given as a produ t of disjoint y les, identifying a leader for ea h
3

pro edure ROTATE (leader)
i  (leader)
while i 6= leader do

inter hange the values in A[leader℄ and A[i℄
i  (i)

Figure 3: Rotating the values in a y le.
y le is very straightforward: merely take the rst element in ea h y le. The problem is
more interesting when  is given as a mapping from the elements 1; : : : ; n. One way to nd
all the y le leaders in this ase is to onsider the lo ations 1; : : : ; n one at at time and, for
ea h, determine whether it is a y le leader.
If an additional, initially empty, bit ve tor of length n is available, it is easy to determine
whether a lo ation is the smallest element in its y le in onstant time. Spe i ally, when
the value in an array lo ation is moved, the bit orresponding to that lo ation is set to 1.
Sin e the lo ations are onsidered from smallest to largest, a lo ation under onsideration
will have its orresponding bit equal to 0 exa tly when it is a y le leader [12, ex. 1.3.3{12(b),
pp. 180, 517{518℄. Similarly, if  is given as an array whose elements an be modi ed, the
same e e t an be a hieved by setting (i) to i when the value in array lo ation i is moved.
Determining whether a lo ation is the smallest element in its y le an also be a omplished using only a onstant number of pointers into the array (ea h log n bits long).
Spe i ally, starting at the given lo ation, pro eed along the y le until either the entire
y le has been traversed or a smaller lo ation is en ountered. In the rst ase, the given
lo ation is a y le leader; otherwise it is not. The total amount of time to onsider all n lo ations is O(n ). The worst ase is a hieved when  = (1 2 3    n). For random permutations,
an average of O(n log n) steps are performed [11℄, [13, p. 595℄.
These two ideas an be ombined into the algorithm illustrated in Figure 4.
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In the worst ase, permuting an array of length n, given the permutation, an
be done in O(n2 =b) time and b + O(log n) bits of auxiliary spa e ( onsisting of a bit ve tor
of length b plus a onstant number of pointers), for b  n.

Theorem 1.

The array A is on eptually divided into dn=be regions. Ea h region has size b, ex ept for the
last region, whi h might be smaller. The bit ve tor V is used to keep tra k of whi h lo ations
in the region are en ountered as the region is pro essed. If the lo ation under onsideration
for being a y le leader has a orresponding bit with value 0, its y le is traversed until a
smaller lo ation is en ountered. If no smaller lo ation is en ountered, then the lo ation is a
y le leader and the y le is rotated. Furthermore, if the lo ation under onsideration has
a orresponding bit with value 1, then the lo ation was previously en ountered as part of
a y le ontaining some smaller lo ation in the region and, hen e, it is not a y le leader.
Theorem 1 follows from these observations.
If both  and  are available, then it is possible to get a more eÆ ient algorithm.
Determining whether a given lo ation is the smallest element in its y le an be done by
1
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for

k

1 to dn=be do
s (k 1)b
if k  bn=b then l
else

l

b
n bbn=b

1 to l do
0
for i
1 to l do
if V [i℄ = 0 then V [i℄

for

i

V [i℄

1

 (s + i)
while j > s + i do
if j  s + l then V [j
s℄
j  (j )
if j = s + i then ROTATE (s + i)

j

1

Figure 4: Rearranging an array using a bit ve tor V of length b.
starting at the lo ation and pro eeding alternatively forwards and ba kwards along the y le
until either the entire y le has been traversed or a smaller lo ation is en ountered. (See
Figure 5.)
In the worst ase, permuting an array of length n, given the permutation and
its inverse, an be done in O(n log n) time and O(log n) additional bits of storage.

Theorem 2.

The analysis is similar to the bidire tional distributed algorithm for nding the smallest
element in a ring of pro essors [8℄. Spe i ally, the algorithm annot determine whether
i is a y le leader after pro eeding t steps forwards and t steps ba kwards along the y le
starting from i, only if the t elements following i and the t elements pre eding i in its y le
are all larger than t. Furthermore, this will be the ase for at most 1=t of the hoi es for i.
It is interesting to ompare this algorithm to the O(n ) time O(log n) spa e algorithm
mentioned above. Their expe ted behaviour on a random permutation is identi al. However,
the algorithm in Figure 5 eliminates the bad ases.
It is not ne essary that the y le leader be the smallest (or largest) lo ation in the y le.
One approa h is to apply a hash fun tion to the elements of the permutation and take
as y le leader the lo ation in the y le that hashes to the smallest value. Starting at a
given lo ation, the algorithm pro eeds along the y le until either the entire y le has been
traversed or another lo ation that hashes to a smaller value is en ountered. If the hash
fun tion is randomly hosen from among a set of 5-wise independent hash fun tions, then
this results in a randomized algorithm using O(log n) spa e and expe ted time O(n log n)
for every input permutation [9℄.
It was not lear to us whether it was possible to have a deterministi algorithm that
used n log n time and log n spa e without having the inverse permutation available.
However, using a rather di erent approa h, we were able to devise su h an algorithm.
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for

i 2 f1; : : : ; ng do
j  (i)
if j 6= i then k



while

1

(i)

i < j and i < k do
if j = k then ROTATE (i)
exit

 (j )
if j = k then ROTATE (i)

j

k



1

(k)

exit

Figure 5: Rearranging an array using a permutation and its inverse.
In the worst ase, permuting an array of length n, given the permutation, an
be done in O(n log n) time and O(log2 n) additional bits of storage.

Theorem 3.

First onsider the following hara terization of the minimum lo ations in the y les of
the permutation . Let E = f1; : : : ; ng and  = . For r > 1, we indu tively de ne
E  E to be the set of lo al minima en ountered following the permutation  , that
is, E = fi 2 E j  (i) > i <  (i)g. We also de ne  : E ! E to be the
permutation that maps ea h element of E to the next element of E that is en ountered
following the permutation  . In other words, if i 2 E , then  (i) =  (i), where
m = minfm > 0 j  (i) 2 E g, and  (i) =  (i), where M = minfM > 0 j  (i) 2 E g.
We all E the set of order r elbows.
For example, if  = (1 5 3 6 10 4 2 9 8 7 11), as illustrated in Figure 6, then
E = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11g,  = (1 5 3 6 10 4 2 9 8 7 11),
E = f1; 2; 3; 7g,
 = (1 3 2 7),
E = f1; 2g,
 = (1 2),
E = f1g, and
 = (1).
No more than half the elements in any y le are lo al minima. Thus jE j < jE j=2.
The minimum element of a y le of  is always in E if the y le ontains more than one
element of E . Hen e the minimum element in a y le is the unique elbow of maximum
order in its y le.
Computing the sets of elbows E ; E ; : : : and the orresponding permutations  ;  ; : : :
an be done either in a top-down fashion, analogous to re ursive des ent parsing, or bottomup, analogous to shift-redu e parsing. We explore both approa hes in the two algorithms
that follow.
The unidire tional nature of our ora le means that, given i 2 E , it is easy to ompute
 (i) but diÆ ult to ompute  (i). Thus determining whether i is a lo al minimum of 
(i.e. whether i 2 E ) is diÆ ult starting from i, but easy starting from i's prede essor in
 . For example, in Figure 6, starting from 5 we an re ognize that its su essor, 3, is a lo al
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Figure 6: A y le and its elbows.
minimum in  . In turn, starting from 3 we an re ognize that 2, its su essor in  , is a
lo al minimum in  .
For ea h y le, the algorithm in Figure 7 hooses the leader to be the unique element i in
the y le su h that      (i) 2 E , where s is the maximum order of any element in the
y le. In other words, an element an be reje ted as soon as it is seen not to be the element
of maximum order. Dolev, Klawe, and Rodeh [4℄ and Peterson [14℄ independently dis overed
the usefulness of this hoi e of y le leader for ele ting a leader in a unidire tional ring of
pro essors using O(n log n) messages.
The pro edure all NEXT (r) is used to ompute su essive elements of  . It does this
re ursively, using su essive elements of  .
For ea h i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, the main program tests whether  (i) 2 E by omparing  (i)
with i and   (i); if so, it next tests whether   (i) 2 E by omparing   (i) with  (i)
and    (i); et . One test is performed ea h ea h iteration of the inner for loop. Eventually,
a value of r is found su h that      (i) 2 E but      pi (i) 62 E + 1. There are
three possible ways this an o ur. One is when       (i) =      (i). Then, sin e
 is a permutation, this implies that the y le of  ontaining      (i) is trivial and
thus      (i) is the minimum element in the y le of  that ontains it. In this ase, i is
a y le leader. The other possible situations are when either      (i) <       (i)
or       (i) >        (i). In both these ases, the algorithm dete ts that
      (i) is not the minimum element in its y le and, thus, that i is not a y le
leader.
Using O(log n) spa e, very little information about ea h permutation an be stored. We
show that, essentially, only the most re ently dete ted elbow of ea h order need be stored.
The algorithm in Figure 7 stores this information in the array elbow. For r > 1, elbow[r℄
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pro edure NEXT (r)
if r = 1 then elbow [0℄
 (elbow[1℄)
else while elbow [r
1℄ < elbow[r
elbow[r 1℄ elbow[r
NEXT (r 1)
while elbow [r
1℄ > elbow[r
elbow[r 1℄ elbow[r
NEXT (r 1)

2℄ do
2℄
2℄ do
2℄

return
for

i 2 f1; : : : ; ng do
elbow[0℄ elbow[1℄
for r
1; 2; : : : do

i

floop invariant: elbow[r℄ =       (i) 2 E g
NEXT (r)
if elbow [r ℄ > elbow [r
1℄
then elbow [r ℄
elbow[r 1℄
NEXT (r)
if elbow [r ℄ > elbow [r
1℄ then exit
elbow[r + 1℄ elbow[r℄
else
if elbow [r ℄ = elbow [r
1℄ then ROTATE (i)
r 1

2

1

r

exit

Figure 7: A re ursive algorithm that rearranges an array using O(n log n) time and O(log n)
spa e.
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is used to store an element of E . Immediately prior to a all to NEXT (r), the elements
satisfy the ondition
elbow[r℄ = elbow[r 1℄ !    ! elbow[0℄
and immediately afterwards, they satisfy the ondition
elbow[r℄ ! elbow[r 1℄ !    ! elbow[0℄:
The pro edure NEXT (r) omputes  (elbow[r℄), leaving elbow[r℄ un hanged and putting
the result in elbow[r 1℄ (and, of ourse, updating the earlier elements in the array).
If r > 1, NEXT (r) re ursively omputes su essive elements along  , starting from
elbow[r℄, until a lo al minimum is dete ted. Sin e elbow[r℄ 2 E , elbow[r℄ <  (elbow[r℄).
Initially, elbow[r 1℄ = elbow[r℄ and elbow[r 2℄ =  (elbow[r℄); thus elbow[r 1℄ <
elbow[r 2℄. The rst while loop in NEXT (r) advan es elbow[r 1℄ (and elbow[r
2℄; : : : ; elbow[0℄, re ursively) as long as  is stri tly in reasing. The y le of  ontaining elbow[r℄ is not trivial; thus, when the rst while loop terminates elbow[r 1℄ >
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elbow[r 2℄ =  (elbow[r 1℄). The se ond while loop ontinues advan ing elbow[r 1℄
(and elbow[r 2℄; : : : ; elbow[0℄, re ursively) as long as  is stri tly de reasing. At the end
of the se ond while loop, elbow[r 1℄ < elbow[r 2℄ =  (elbow[r 1℄). Hen e elbow[r 1℄
is the next lo al minimum of  . In other words, elbow[r 1℄ =  (elbow[r℄).
Suppose i0 =       (i) 2 E E . At the beginning of the r'th iteration of
the inner for loop of the main program, elbow[r℄ =      (i) =  (i0) 2 E . When
the omputation dete ts that i0 62 E , either elbow[r℄ =  (i0 ) and elbow[r 1℄ = i0 or
elbow[r℄ = i0 and elbow[r 1℄ =  (i0 ). Furthermore, elbow[0℄ =      (elbow[r 1℄).
It is easy to prove by indu tion on r that if j 2 E and M is the smallest positive integer
su h that      (j ) =  (j ), then  (j ) 62 E for 1  L  M . Thus, starting from i0
and pro eeding along , the element       (i0 ) will be rea hed before  (i0 ) Similarly,
starting from i0 and pro eeding ba kwards along , the element i =       (i0) will
be rea hed before  (i0 ) Therefore testing whether i is a y le leader involves pro eeding
along  in a subsegment of the region between  2(i0) and  (i0).
Considering all i0 2 E E , the permutation  is evaluated less than 4n times. (In
fa t,  is evaluated at most 4 times at ea h element.) Sin e E is empty for r > log n, the
algorithm pro eeds a total of O(n log n) steps along .
Ea h all of NEXT (1) pro eeds one step along . Ea h all of NEXT (r), for r > 1,
involves at least two re ursive alls to NEXT (r 1). The total amount of work performed
by this all (ex luding the work performed by the re ursive alls) is proportional to the
number of re ursive alls it makes. For ea h i, every iteration of the inner for loop performs
a onstant amount of work (ex luding the work performed by the subroutines it alls) and,
ex ept for possibly the last iteration, involves two alls to NEXT . Thus the total amount
of work performed by the entire algorithm is proportional to the total number of steps the
algorithm pro eeds along  plus O(n) steps to rotate all the y les.
When  onsists of a single y le with the elements f0; : : : ; n 1g ordered lexi ographi ally
with respe t to the reverse of their (log n)-bit binary representations (for example,  =
(0 4 2 6 1 5 3 7)), the algorithm a tually uses (n log n) steps. Hen e the running time of
the algorithm is in (n log n).
The algorithm uses (log n) variables, ea h apable of holding one element in f1; : : : ; ng.
With are in implementation, only O(log n) bits are needed for representing the program
sta k. Thus a total of (log n) bits of additional spa e are used by this algorithm.
An iterative, bottom up version of the algorithm in Figure 7 is given in Figure 8. As
elbow[0℄ is advan ed along the y le of  ontaining i, elbow[r℄, for r > 1, re ords the most
re ent element of E that has been dete ted. Ea h time a lo al minimum along  is
dete ted, elbow[r℄ is advan ed to that lo ation. The variable state[r℄ en odes information
about the portion of the y le of  being examined.
The rst time an element of E is dete ted, state[r℄ is set to GOT ONE and elbow[r℄ =
     (i). When the next element of E (along  ) is dete ted, the algorithm an determine whether i's y le ontains only one element in E . If so, i is the leader of its
y le. Otherwise the algorithm sets state[r℄ to GOT T W O and tries to determine whether
      (i) is a lo al minimum of  (and hen e an element of E ).
If state[r℄ = UP , then elbow[r℄ is known to be larger than  (elbow[r℄), its prede essor along  . Similarly, if state[r℄ = DOWN , then elbow[r℄ is known to be smaller than
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for

i 2 f1; : : : ; ng do
elbow[1℄ i
state[1℄ GOT ONE
repeat

r 1
elbow[0℄  (elbow[1℄)
while state[r ℄ = DOWN and elbow [r ℄ < elbow [r
state[r℄ UP
elbow[r℄ elbow[r 1℄
r r+1
ase state[r ℄
GOT ONE :

1℄ do

elbow[r℄ > elbow[r 1℄
then state[r ℄
GOT T W O
elbow[r℄ elbow[r 1℄
else if elbow [r ℄ = elbow [r
1℄ then ROTATE (i)
if

exit

GOT T W O: if elbow[r℄ > elbow[r 1℄ then
state[r + 1℄ GOT ONE
elbow[r + 1℄ elbow[r℄
state[r℄ UP
elbow[r℄ elbow[r 1℄
UP :

if

elbow[r℄ > elbow[r
elbow[r℄ elbow[r

DOWN :

elbow[r℄

1℄
elbow[r 1℄

exit

1℄ then state[r℄

DOWN

Figure 8: An iterative algorithm that rearranges an array using O(n log n) time and O(log n)
spa e.
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GOT TWO
GOT ONE
DOWN
UP
UP
Figure 9: The states o urring in the iterative algorithm.
pro edure ROTATE BACKWARDS (leader)
j leader
i  (leader)
while i 6= leader do
inter hange the values in A[j ℄ and A[i℄
j i
i  (i)

Figure 10: Rotating the values ba kwards in a y le.
r 1 (elbow[r℄),

its prede essor along  . This information is suÆ ient to dete t su essive
lo al minima along  . Figure 9 illustrates the states that o ur as the algorithm pro eeds
along a y le.
A small but natural twist on our problem is that we are given , but required to move
the elements a ording to  . The y le leader te hnique of Theorem 3 is still appli able.
It is only ne essary to repla e ROTATE by the following pro edure.
Clearly this step requires time linear in the size of the y le, and O(log n) bits of memory.
The problem is easily generalized to being given  (and perhaps  ) and asked to apply  ,
where q may depend on the (length of the) y le. Either of the y le leader methods above
is appli able. We need only de ne a modi ed pro edure ROTATE (q; leader; y lelength).
This is essentially the same problem as transposing an array. The following is a translation
into our terms of the method dis ussed in [2, p. 134℄. The pro edure EXCHANGE (i; j; m)
ex hanges the m elements along , starting at lo ation i, with those starting at lo ation j ,
assuming these segments are disjoint. Both i and j are advan ed m lo ations along the y le
as a result of an exe ution of this pro edure.
We see that, in luding alls to , the ROTATE algorithm requires time proportional to
the length of the y le in question; hen e we an strengthen Theorems 2 and 3.
r

r

1

1

Corollary 1.

q

In the worst ase, permuting an array of length n a ording to the permutation
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pro edure EXCHANGE (i; j; m)
m times
inter hange the values in A[j ℄ and A[i℄
i  (i)
j  (j )

repeat

pro edure ROTATE (q; leader; y lelength)
irun q mod y lelength
jrun
y lelength irun
i leader
j leader
repeat irun times
j  [j ℄
while irun 6= jrun do
if irun < jrun
then temp
i
EXCHANGE (i; j; irun)
i temp
jrun jrun irun
else temp
i
EXCHANGE (i; j; jrun)
j temp
irun irun jrun
EXCHANGE (i; j; irun)

Figure 11: Rotating the values q steps in a y le.
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for

i 2 f1; : : : ; ng do
if ( (i) >  ( (i))) and (A[i℄ < A[ (i)℄)
then ROTATE (i)

Figure 12: Rearranging an array of distin t elements that satisfy a xed total order.
 q , given  and its inverse, an be done in O(n log n) time and O(log n) additional bits of
storage.

In the worst ase, permuting an array of length n a ording to the permutation
 q , given the permutation  , an be done in O(n log n) time and O(log2 n) additional bits of

Corollary 2.

storage.
3.

Permuting Data In and Out of Order

In many situations, it is known that the array elements satisfy a xed total order, i.e. when
the data values are taken in a parti ular order, they form a sorted sequen e. Suppose the
array A has been rearranged a ording to the permutation  and let  be a permutation
su h that
A[ (1)℄  A[ (2)℄      A[ (n)℄:
Then element A[i℄ has the (i)'th smallest value, for i = 1; : : : ; n. In parti ular, if (i) >
 ( (i)) then A[i℄ > A[ (i)℄. For example, if the permutation  rearranges the array A into
sorted order, then  is the identity permutation and if A was sorted before the rearrangement,
then  =  .
Consider the rearrangement algorithm in Figure 12. In parti ular, if the permutation
 rearranges the array A into sorted order, then the algorithm is simply looking for pla es
where the permutation wants to move an element to a lower numbered lo ation and the
element is smaller than the element that is urrently there.
Noti e that, after the y le ontaining lo ation i has been rotated, (i) > ((i)) implies
A[i℄  A[ (i)℄. Thus ea h nontrivial y le is rotated at most on e.
Now suppose that no two onse utive elements along any nontrivial y le have the same
value, i.e. i 6= (i) implies A[i℄ 6= A[(i)℄ for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. This ondition is ertainly
true if the elements of the array A are distin t. We laim that before a given nontrivial
y le of the permutation  has been rotated, there is a lo ation i in that y le su h that
 (i) >  ( (i)) and A[i℄ < A[ (i)℄. This implies that the y le will be rotated at least on e.
Let i be any lo ation in the y le satisfying (i) > ((i)) < ( (i)). (This will be the
ase, for example, when (i) is the lo ation ontaining the smallest value in the y le.) The
y le leader will be the rst su h lo ation en ountered. After the y le has been rotated,
A[ (i)℄  A[ (i)℄, sin e  ( (i)) <  ( (i)). Also, the values in lo ations  (i) and  (i)
were initially in lo ations i and (i), respe tively. Hen e, before the rotation, A[i℄  A[(i)℄.
However, A[i℄ 6= A[(i)℄, so A[i℄ < A[(i)℄, as required.
1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2
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Figure 13: An example with runs of equal-valued elements.
for

i 2 f1; : : : ; ng do
if A[i℄ 6= A[ (i)℄ then
j  (i)
while A[j ℄ = A[ (j )℄ do j
 (j )
if ( ( (i)) >  ( (j ))) and (A[ (i)℄ < A[ (j )℄) then ROTATE (i)

Figure 14: Rearranging any array of elements that satisfy a xed total order.
It is not ne essary to rotate a y le if all the elements it ontains have the same value.
However, there are other situations where a nontrivial y le ontains onse utive elements
with the same value and the algorithm in Figure 12 does not rotate the y le. The following
example is onstru ted using two distin t values, and , where < . It assumes the
array is to be rearranged into sorted order. Ex ept for the two middle elements, the array
is already sorted, but sin e these two elements an be arbitrarily far apart in the y le, no
lo al test (su h as the one in the algorithm in Figure 12) an su eed in dete ting them.
Noti e that a y le ontaining runs of equal-valued elements has the same e e t as the
y le taking the beginning of ea h run to the beginning of the next run. Sin e no onse utive
elements of this latter y le have the same value, the te hnique used by the algorithm in
Figure 12 an be applied to identify a y le leader.
If the fun tions  and  an be evaluated in onstant time (whi h is the ase when 
rearranges the array either into or out of sorted order), then the algorithm in Figure 14 runs
in linear time. This is be ause the algorithm goes through the while loop at most on e for
ea h run of equal-valued elements in a y le. In fa t, the linear time bound holds also under
a weaker assumption.
Suppose that after the array A is permuted a ording to the permutation  ,
it satis es A[ 1 (1)℄  A[ 1 (2)℄      A[ 1 (n)℄. If all the elements  (1); : : : ;  (n);
 (1); : : : ;  (n) an be omputed in time O(n), then A an be permuted a ording to 
using O(n) time and O(log n) additional bits of storage, in the worst ase.

Theorem 4.

The proof follows from the observation that, for ea h element i, (i) and (i) are omputed
only a onstant number of times during the ourse of the algorithm in Figure 14. The running
time of this algorithm is learly dominated by the time spent performing these fun tion
evaluations.
The appli ation that sparked our interest in the problem of rearranging data was building
a data stru ture impli itly representing a omplete binary sear h tree, given a sorted array of
14

appropriate length n. Here the median is the root and is pla ed in lo ation 1. Its hildren, the
rst and third quartiles, are in lo ations 2 and 3, respe tively. In general, the left and right
hildren of the element in lo ation j are in lo ations 2j and 2j + 1 (like a heap). Bentley
[1℄ anti ipates the result shown here in rediting Mahaney and the se ond author with a
linear algorithm for this spe ial ase. In this ase, the permutation  satis es the property
that if x10 is the dlog ne-bit binary representation of i, then 0 1x is the dlog ne-bit binary
representation of (i).
When n = 2 1 + r, where 1  r < 2 , the sorted array an be rearranged to impli itly
represent a binary sear h tree whi h is omplete ex ept for its last level and su h that the
nodes in the last level are as far left as possible. One method is to apply two permutations
to the array. The rst permutation 0 moves the r values 1; 3; 5; : : : ; 2r 1 that belong in
the last level of the tree to their orre t lo ations at the end of the array, while keeping the
other values in sorted order. Spe i ally,
8
>
< 2h + (i 1)=2 if i is odd and i < 2r;
0
if i is even and i < 2r;
 (i) = > i=2
:i r
if i > 2r:
The se ond permutation then rearranges the rst 2 1 elements of the array into the impli it
representation of a omplete binary sear h tree, as above. Another method is to ombine
these two permutations into one, de ning  as follows.
j

j

2

h

2

h

h

if

i is odd and i < 2r
h
then  (i) = 2 + (i
1)=2
j
else  (i) is the number represented by 0 1x,
where (x10j is the h-bit binary representation of
i=2; if i is even and i < 2r, or
i r; if i  2r:

For most instru tion sets, omputing  on e ould take as mu h as O(log n) steps in
the worst ase. However, using only left and right shifts of distan e one and single bit
assignments and tests, O(n) operations suÆ e to evaluate (i) for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. As
mentioned above, this is suÆ ient to obtain a linear time algorithm.
4.

Con lusions

Sin e most permutations x very few of their elements, any algorithm must take (n) time
on average and, hen e, in the worst ase. Also, (log n) additional bits of storage are needed
to provide pointers to array elements that are being inter hanged.
The open question that remains is whether there are better algorithms for rearranging
an array given an arbitrary permutation  (and also possibly  ). Spe i ally, are there
algorithms that use a small amount of additional spa e (e.g. O(log n) or log n) and only
linear time? If not, are there deterministi algorithms that, given only , run in O(n log n)
time but use only O(log n) bits of additional storage?
1

O (1)
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When b = n= log log n, the algorithm in Figure 4 uses O(n loglog n) time and
O(n= loglog n) bits of additional storage. However, it is not even known whether there
is an algorithm that uses o(n log n) time and O(n1 ) spa e for some onstant  > 0.

All of the algorithms presented in this paper are y le leader algorithms. They pro eed
by identifying exa tly one element in ea h y le and rotating the y le starting from that
element. Performing all the rotations requires only linear time and two pointers. This
leaves the problem of nding a leader for ea h y le, or equivalently, nding the minimum
element in ea h y le. Cook and M Kenzie [3℄ have shown that these problems and, more
generally, omputing the disjoint y le representation of a permutation are NC - omplete
for deterministi logspa e.
A previous version of the algorithm in Figure 7 was interesting from the point of view
that it did not operate by determining y le leaders. Instead, it performed sweeps up and
down the array, at ea h point de iding whether to inter hange that element with another
element and, if so, whi h one. It would be interesting to know if any algorithm for permuting
an array an be transformed into a y le leader algorithm. This would allow us to restri t
attention to y le leader algorithms when sear hing for new algorithms or trying to prove
better tradeo s.
The algorithms in Figures 5, 7, and 8 and the O(n ) time, O(log n) spa e algorithm
dis ussed before Figure 4 an all be viewed as instan es of a restri ted type of y le leader
algorithm. Spe i ally, they separately test ea h element i 2 f1; : : : ; ng to see if it is a
y le leader by omparing elements forwards and/or ba kwards along the y le. The test
only depends on the permutation  and i itself. It does not depend on the order in whi h
the elements are tested, as is the ase for the algorithm in Figure 4 (when b > 1) and the
algorithm in Figure 14, nor on the data values stored in the array, as is the ase for the
algorithm in Figure 14.
Su h algorithms are interesting be ause they immediately lead to distributed algorithms,
using only omparisons of ID's, for ele ting a leader in a bidire tional ring of syn hronous
pro essors. Pro essor i tests whether element i is the leader of its y le on e it has learned
the ID's of a suÆ ient number of its su essors and prede essors. It requests these ID's by
sending messages forwards and ba kwards around the ring for distan es whi h are su essive
powers of 2. (See [8℄.) The total number of messages sent is proportional to the time taken by
the y le leader algorithm. Frederi kson and Lyn h [5℄ have shown that any su h distributed
leader ele tion algorithm sends (n log n) messages in the worst ase. Thus these restri ted
type of y le leader algorithms must use at least (n log n) time in the worst ase. On the
other hand, it is not lear how algorithms for ele ting a leader in a ring of pro essors an be
used to obtain y le leader algorithms. The major problems seem to be how to deal with
the timing of messages and how to represent the states of all the pro essors using less than
a linear amount of spa e.
1
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